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ABSTRACT 
Consideration is given to the following inequality: 
t r (AB)  m <~ tr(AmBm),  m = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  
A, B ~ S k. It is proven that the inequality holds for A, B ~ S 2 and all m = 1, 2, 
3, . . . .  
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the following inequality: 
t r (AB)  m ~< tr( Am B m ) , m = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  (1.1) 
for A,  B ~ S k. It was put forward as a conjecture by R. Bellman at the 
second international conference in Oberwolfach in 1980. The result in the 
eases m = 2 r ( r  = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  ) has been presented. (See [1-3].) This article 
treats the conjecture for various orders k and solves the case k = 2. 
Throughout we restrict A, B to be in S k, the set of all positive definite 
matrices of order k (k = 1, 2, 3 . . . ) .  Also, tr A denotes the trace of the 
matrix A, and A t the transpose of A. 
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Note that (1.1) is equivalent to 
t r (DA)  m <~ tr(DmAm), m = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  (1.2) 
where D = diag(dl,  d 2 . . . . .  dk), di > 0 (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  k). Equation (1.2) is 
used in Theorem 1 (in Section 2). 
In Theorem 1 we give a necessary and sufficient condition for (1.1) to 
holds and in Corollary 2 we use this to show that (1.1) holds in the case 
k=2.  
2. MAIN RESULT 
The following theorem presents a sufficient and necessary condition for 
(1.i) to hold. 
and 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A, B ~ Sk; set 
A = UDU t, D = diag(d 1, d2 . . . . .  dk),  
= v 'Bv  = (b , j )  
Here U is a real orthogonal matrix. Then (1.1) holds iff 
E%,m(d)  b~ >/O. 
Or 
Here dp¢, re(d) and bor are defined as 
(d ; :  + d + .. .  
~'m(  d) = m -- dq diz ... di~ ' 
bor = bi,i bi2is ." bi,,q, 
and ¢r = (il, i 2 . . . . .  i m) is any permutation of order m with repetition. 
Proof. Since D/3 = DUtBU = U t (UDU t)  BU = UtABU,  we have 
tr (AB)  m = tr (D/3)"  
that is, 
(2 .1)  
t r  (An)  m = Ed id i~ "" dimbtr , (2 .2 )  
or 
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while 
tr ( Arab m) = tr ( Drab m) 
k 
= Y'~ d b(. m) 
|1  I1 |1  
i1=1 
k 
~_~ ~,  dilb~lizbi2i 3 "" bimil. 
i 1=1 {il, i 2 ..... ira} 
Here (il, i 2 . . . . .  i m) is any permutation of order m with repetition. Then we 
have 
tr (  AmB m) = Ed,lbil i2 ... bi~il 
Or 
defined as above. Now we replace dix by d~: ( j  = 1, 2 . . . . .  k) in the right 
hand side. We obtain 
1 
Ed,lb  = - E (a ,7  + d + ... 
m o r or 
(2.3) 
Hence 
1 
tr( AmB m) -~- --m ]~-'(dim~ + dm'~ + "'" +d~)b~ . 
Or 
On combining this with (2.2), the result is immediate. 
Theorem 1 is followed by two corollaries which represent the main results 
in this paper. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A, B ~ S 2. Then (1.1) holds for  any m = 1, 2, 3, . . . .  
Proof. Since A ~ S 2, we can write A and /3 as above. Noticing that 
= (bij) is also in $2, we have bii > 0 (i = 1, 2) and bl~ = bzp So we have 
b~ >/0. From the arithematic-geometric-mean inequality of Gauss, we know 
that ~,  m(d)  >I 0 for any real d and tr (in fact, this is always true for any 
k = 1, 2, 3, ..- ). By Theorem i we get the result. • 
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COROLLARY 2. Let A, B ~ S a and A be also diagonal. I f  B has at least 
one zero as an entry, then (1.1) holds. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove b~ >i 0 for any o" = (il, i 2 . . . . .  im).  In 
fact, as B ~ S 3, we have b ,  > 0 (i = 1, 2, 3). We know that there exists a 
pair (i, j ) : l  ~<i, j  ~<3 such that b i j=O.  For any given er, we have 
b~ = blb2b 3, where b I = VIhesbihih+l, S = {h: i  h = ih+l ,  1 <~ h <~ m - 1); 
b e has the form l-Ibhkbkh. It is easy to see that b 1 > 0 and b e >~ 0, while 
b 3 = l-Ib~, where b,r has the form bhlblkbkh, with h, l, k pairwise different. 
So b a has a divisor blk such that bhk = bq = 0. Then b 3 = 0. From the 
above, we get 
o. • 
As we know, tr M is the sum of all 1 × 1 principal minors of M (for any 
matrix M). I f  we denote the sum of all r × r principal minors of (AB)  m by 
a r and that of AraB m by /3r ( r  = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  k), then (1.1) is equivalent o 
oq </31 (for m = 1, 2, 3, "" ). (2.4) 
From this point of view, we come to prove Theorem 2, which can be 
regarded as the another form of Bellman's conjecture as well as a generaliza- 
tion of it. 
We present Lemma 1 before we come to Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 1. If H ~ R k×k is nonsingular, and Ol r ( Olr) is the sum of all 
r th principal minors of H ( H -1, respectively), then we have 
Olk_ r = O lk~ r ( r= 1 ,2 ,3  . . . . .  k ) .  (2 .5)  
Here we set s o = 1. 
Proof. Let f (x ) ,  g (x)  be the spectral polynomials of H and H -1, 
respectively. Then we have 
f (x )  = det( xI - H)  = det H det( xH-1 _ I )  
= otkxk(--1) k det (x - l I  - H - l )  
= 
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Meanwhile 
Therefore 
k 
g(x)  = E (--1)k-rolk-r xr, 
r=0 
k 
g (x -1 )  E z 1-,k . . . .  r = [ --l-) Olk_rX . 
r=0 
k k 
E ( - -1 )  k - r  r - r  Olk-rX = E ( -1 )  k OlkOlr Xr" 
r=0 r~0 
Comparing the two sides of this formula, it is easy to get (2.5). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the conjecture holds for k = 1, 2, 3 . . . .  
any m. Then for any A, B e Sk, 
and for 
O/r ~ ~r ( r  = 1, 2 . . . . .  k). (2.6) 
Here ol r is the sum of all r x r principal minors of ( AB) m, and [3 r is that of 
AmB m. 
REMARKS. 
1 If r = 1, the formula (2.6) is just (2.4), which is our hypothesis. 
2 If r = k., the formula (2.6) is the same as 
det[(AB) m] ~ det(AmBm), 
in which the equality holds. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let (~r, ~r denote the sum of all rth principal 
minors of (AB) -~ and that of ( AraB m)- i  respectively. Cr(A) is defined to be 
the rth compound matrix of A (refer to [4]). Note that 
C~[(AB) -~] = [C~( AB)] -~ = [Cr( A) C r (B ) ]  ~n 
= [C~ -1 (B)  Cr 1 ( A)] m, (2.7) 
C,[( AmBm) -1] = Cr( B-mA "-m) = [Cr l (  B)]m[Crl ( A)] m, 
(2.8) 
Cr l (B)  = Cr( B- l ) ,  CrX( A) = Cr( A - l ) .  
14 
But A, B ~ S k. So Cr(n-1), Cr(A  -1) ~ Sn. Therefore 
C] I (A) 'Cr l (B )  ~ Sn In  = (k )  " 
By hypothesis, we have 
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tr ( [Cr l  (B)  CrY( A)]ml <.~ t r ( [Cr l (  B)] '~[Crl  ( A)] r~). 
Together with (2.7), (2.8), this leads to 
trCr[ (AB)  -m] <<, trCr[ (AmBm)-l].  
We know that tr C r (H)  is just the sum of all rth principal minors of H (for 
any matrix H). Hence 
~r~r ( r= 1 ,2 ,3  . . . . .  k) 
by definition. By remark (2), a k =/3k > 0. So 
Olk~r~/3k~ r ( r= 1 ,2 ,3  . . . . .  k). (2.9) 
Applying (2,6) to both sides of (2.9), we get a k_r ~</3k-~, r = 1, 2 . . . . .  k. 
Notice that 
a 0=/30= 1, ak=/3k" 
Olr~/3r, r=1,2  . . . . .  k. • 
Hence 
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